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I. INTRODUCTION The development of Web technologies has accelerated the offer of (Commercial) e-learning platforms. However most of the current systems still provide a limited set of functionalities in terms of'generic authoring tools, translation tools for importing existing course material, answer analysis tools, comprehensive collection of answers for future mining; etc. This paper is a first'step toward the design and implementation of a platform whose main functionalities are (a) the provision and management of series of exercises and tests (authoring tools), (b) a personalized navigation through the existing collection oftests and exercises, taking into account the user profile (level of skills) and history, (c) the analysis of user answers, its storing into a database and its mining. We follow what is called a process oriented approach in [7] .
The focus of the paper is on the design of a generic platfonn, emphasizing three aspects: ( I ) information model, (2) platform architecture and (3) visualisation and mining of users' results. The system we are aiming at should provide rich feedbacks to both learners and teachers and be open enough to ease evolution and developments from both course authors and software developers.
As a case study, we have chosen the learning of SQL, the.standard database query language, to validate the platform functionalities related to navigation. Then, to illustrate our approach for students' answers mining and visualisation, we chose a mathematical reasoning case sFdy (formal proofs in propositional logic), for which automatic answer checking and ertor detection has been implemented in a web-based tool, the Logic-ITA [ I ] , The contribution ofthis paper is threefold A rich information model with four components: (i) exercises model which allows for a generic structuration (the internal structure of exercises and tests can be chosen,by the author); (ii) a model for e-learning guided foiir.~ (egt) which are subsets of exercises that define consistent sequences of exercises, similar to sequencing [4] , egt can equivalently be seen as a navigation with constraints through the set of exercises existing in the database; (iii) a personalized navigation and choice ofexercises by the user (driven by the teacher that allows only specific tours but also taking into account the user former scores and history); (iv) storing into the database the user scores, answers and errors. The database may also include information about teachers and documents describing exercises and predefined answers. The designof a web platform called LeVinQam currently under development. The main objective is to provide a core platform withan opkn'design, offering efficient extension mechanisms based on robust and open standards like XML andjava. This in order to ease contributive developments from both authors and software developers, and to allow researchers to capitalize and share more effectively on .e-learning experiments.
. .
Tools to visualize and mine students'. answers. Having all students answers and errors at hand makes it possible to use queries and data mining techniques to retrieve pedagogically relevant information for both students and teachers [ 2 ] . Teachers often ask for techniques that cluster students in homogeneous groups. A way to achieve this is-to use a Data Mining technique called clustering. Histograms prove to be useful to convey back to teachers information about the obtained clusters. Also mistakes made by students may be mined to find whether some errors are often made together. We illustrate the approach using students answers from the Logic-ITA [I] . . -Section 2 defines the e-learning information model we choose with emphasis on the modeling of egt. The design of the LeVinQam platform is addressed in Section 3. Section 4 presents some benefits o f the mining and visualisation approach.,'
We define in this section the information model of LevinQam. We illustrate it on the learning of SQL and use the following scenario..
A . SQI e-learning scenario
Assume the student has an unconstrained access to an on line course material on SQL. The course can have'any structure. For example it might he a sequence of4 chapters, namely introduction,.
relational model, relational algebra, and relational calculus. The decomposition of chapters into sections, subsections is not.further detailed.
The student has a constrained access,to exercises. Again exercises can have any stmcture. As an example,.an exercise is a sequence of questions. Questions can have agrade associated with.
Exercises can he linked to one or several pieces of the course at any granularity level. For instance, a set of exercises is associated with selection; a section ofchapter relationalalgebra.
. ' The teacher may define the following.two level e y : I ) There are four seis of exercises,.one for each chapter of the course. Prior to taking an exam (a set of graded exercises), the students must pass all four sets of..exercises in.any order. Students~can spend as much time as they want on any exercise. . ~
2) Pass a set of 7n, exercises associated with a chaeter implies passing ri < in exercises'. The ,choice of the n exercises among t h e m available if left to students. No further assumption is made on the level of the student and history of the student.
. Students' answers are stored.in the database with information about students, exercises, time, mistakes made, etc.
The teacher can not only visualise at which step a given student currently stands, global snapshots ofthe classroom (e.g. how many students currently passed the relational calculs step) but also can visualise some grouping.of the ,students according to the errors they made when answering.
B. Model
An original feature of the model is' that given an e-learning material (course or exercise) with a given structure, it allows for ( I ) an elegant and powerful specification by the teacher of constraints on the access by the student to items of this e-learning material, (2) a guided traversal of this material by the student dependingon hisiher history, (3) the logging of student actions for further data' mining and (4) tools for a synthetic view (snapshots) of the state of,progress of a set'of students.
Although the model should ipply to,a.large variety ofpedagog ..ical situations, such as management of the state of progress of a student through a university cursus, detailed course delivery,'training for an.eventual exam 0n.a given course material, etc., without loss of generality we focus here on the latter case ai'illustrated in the previous scenario. The information model includes three components: (I) exercise and course modelling, (2) guided navigation through this material and (3) student log. We successively define these three components. In the last subsection the functional architecture of the,systein which relies on these three components is sketched.
e-learning malerial modelling: We assume'that the e-learning material is a documentwhich,respects an hjerarchical structure in which leaves represent atomic multimedia components that can be displayed on any'Weh environment. WeQssume the materialis 'passing an exercise which is in01 funheidetailed might bejust writing an &er,
or writing an answer which is graded by the teacher. or auiomstically gnded. etc.
representable by an XML document whose structure can he.specified and controlled by standard XML typing mechanisms. We do not make any further assumption on the structure and granularity.
As in the previous scenario, a course on SQL may he a sequence of chapters (introduction, relational model, relational. algebra, SQL, etc.) . The chapter on SQL may he a sequence of sections (unary operators, binary operators, aggregate functions, etc.). The section on unary operators may be further subdivised into an atomic item on the selection operator and another.on the projection operator. The lower level detailed stmcture of an atomic item (inclusion of drawings, figures with text;displa; onto Web pages, etc.).is out of the scope of this paper. Similarily, a set of exercises is modeled by an XML document.
.; I An exercise (a set of exercises). is associated with-a piece of course (leaf or subtree) by a node'to node mapping in the tree representation of the course and,exercises.documents. Given a course document and an exercise document several mappings might be defined. Furthermore a set of exercises might be of interest for several parts of a given course, for different courses:
E-learnbigguidedtoiir: On-line course materials may be toured in different ways.
. On-line docunieuiation. Access is restricted to reading the course items. No constraint exists on the access to any item ofthe course. No order on the successive items.to be accessed is either specified, as for the course material on' SQL in the previous scenario. . ' Linear order. In contrast, consider a set of courses given in a school cursus that the student has to take in order to pass a given degree. In many schools, the student has no choice :
he must attend and, succeed each of the courses given in the cursus in a given order. n oui ofm. Another.typical situation is the choice of U items among in, (for example, perform 10 exercisesout o f . 100 exercises on unary operators of the relational algebra).
. Guided multi-level toui: Another typical situation: prior to 'pass the exam on SQL, a student must do the exercises on the relational model chapter, then he might choose either to perform the exercises on relational algebra or those on SQL. The exercises bn relational calculus are optional. He might ' . thoose to read tfie associated course material or not. Note also that successively passing the relational algebra exercises step, implies' performing exercises in a lower level specified In order to model ellearning guided tours (egt),,we choose hierarchical colour Petrinets. [9] . Figure 1 illustrates a Petri net for representing anegt through SQL exercises &the chapter level according to the aforementioned scenario. This egt specifiesthat any . .student has to.fust train through exercises on relational algebra, SQL and relational.calculus in any order prior to taking an exam on SQL. With each student is associated a coloured token. The firing of the SQLtransition is-performed only when the student is ,in the final place of the lower level Petri net (figure 2). Thus, the -Petri net figure 2 refines the place called SQL in the Petri net figure I: This Petri net 2 specifies that to pass this step, the student " has to perform 3 out of 10 exercices. Note that the firing of an elementary transition (exercise performed) is not specified here. It might he answering the questions of the exercises (the insertion of this event in the student log, see following subsection, might trigger the transition), it might he a stronger condition, such as . . . successfully answering the exercises (the latter process implying : . a manual or automatic correct answer mechanism with a possible interaction with the teacher, whichprocess when terminated corresponds as well to the insertion of an item in the student log .which item triggers the transition). Three remarks are noteworthy: I ) the specification process of the hierarchical Petri net like egt is very general and only assumes a hierarchical structuring of the . document and an egt. per level: at each level the e& generation is parametrized by (it takes as an entry) the e-learning material. Ptructure (DTD) as well as.the teacher specifications.' j . '2) It Is also important to note that displayingat each level the,Petri
net with tokens of a given colour or with a counter on the' num: ~ ber oftokens.in-a given place allows for snapshots on the state of. i 3) the above egt specification is based on the past history of a given '' :student. One might as well specifyeit according to other criteria, such as differeritipriori levels ofstudents, multi-pedagogical targets (the same bank of sharable course or exercises documents .might be'shared among various e-learning situations, actors and
. . progress of a given student, or,o.f a. set of students. With each student action (basically accessing in read mode a course item, answering in write mode an exercise) corresponds a log item to be inserted into the database. This insertion might trigger a change of state i.e; the firing of a transition in a egt. The actual structure of the database (the log item) depends on the data mining targets as well .as on the e-learning situation. However it should include the following attributes: item i d , student id, document node id access time and duration access mode (read only, write, etc.) . . .
. answer text, grade obtained; mistakes types', customized
Two remarks are noteworthy. .
if the mode'is write with answer:
teacher comment 1) Using standard database querying on sequences of log items, one might obtain some aggregated information on grades, duration and higher level nodes accessed (simple extensions of database query standards allow to understand that if a node on selection is accessed, then a node on relational.algebra has been accessed).
An.example of such a query is' "get the number of exercises on relational algebra performed by Naomi between day d and day d', the duration and the sum of grades.for these exercises".
2) It is not our purpose to completely specify the information system behind the student log. For example in an alternate design, one could distinguish between student items in the log (one per action) and subsequent teacher items on a given student action such as giving a customized feedback oi just a grade. In' the latter case, the teacher item should include the student action id (log id) as a foreign key. In that case the firing of a place might be triggered not by the insertion in the log of the.student action but by the insertion ofthe subsequent teacher action. The three above information components suggest the existence of the following software components: 1)student interface, or elearning guided tour, for accessing to, and navigating through elearning materLal; 2) authoring interface for specifying an egt, 3) tutor inteiface for (a) querying the current'state of the system and (b) for data mining. Other components are necessary as well which are not even sketched here. These' include a model for exercise 'answering and methods and code for response.analysis. we end up the section by briefly describing the three above components:
Student intefuce: The learner interface, or e-learning guided tour (est), includes a general interface allowing to display the offer and structure of available course material and the interface allowing to access and answer.e-le'arning material according to the egt and the student history. This interface relies on the underlying hierarchical Petri net model for egt.
Authohng iriferf&:. The Authoring interface allows specifying egt. Starting from the structure (XML schemas) ofthe e-learning items the 'author sbe$fies.the:const<aints.on:the access to items (interdiction, inclusive .or,* and, conditions oKnumbers, etc.) as illustrated on the examples above.-A graphical use? interface helps the author to specify these constraints which expressiveness is that of the underlying couloured Petri net model: . .
relational queries on the database (including the student log) allow for snapshots and history of the student(s) progress in the e-.,learning process. The Petri net underlying modelling allows for identifying individual and group behaviours in the event driven eelarning process. -As alreeady suggested, one can visualize and summarize where the students currently stand (in which places they currently are). Keeping track of all student~(and teacher actions) allow for subsequent mining as detailed in the last section. It is worth noticing that keeping track of the complete navigation through the e-learning material allows not only the mining of el-(complete tours through the e-learning material) figure 3) . XML technologies indeed allow a clean separation between the descriptions of: (a) the exercises structure swers. 'A template library providing simple generic types of exer-(i.e. how exercises are organized into questions, how questions are cises is proposed to the authors for this pwpose. In a second phase connected with the answers and with the course material), (b) the graphital-oriented authoring tools extensions to the platform propresentation itself (i.e. how exercises look like on the screen), (c) pose to.authors a user-friendly environment for designing exercithe answers validation process (i.e. how answers are evaluated), ces and output the necessaj XML data for the underlying platform (d) the processing of the XML descriptions themselves (structure authoring interfaces. In both cases, the platform handles ihe'code filtering and transformationi). Moreover many related software. generation required to put the exercices on line, whatever method .tools are currently available and continuously maintained in the has been employed by authors for their description.
. open source coinmunity, which helps not to reinvent the wheel.
Answer validation: Different levels of .answer validation can The way we are using XML is the following.
be provided by the platform, according to the-.nature of exerDatu input vdidation: The stnlchlre and contents o f exercises, cises, from syntactic validation, like checking whether an answer e-learning guided tours and answers are described in XML in the is a valid calendar date, to complex semantic validations, going platform (EGT blocks in the synopsis of figure 3) . The use of a through simple semantic-validation of closed questionnaires, e.g. schema language for XML, as RELAX NG, allows an automatic checking whether this date is the correct.answer. If the question is validation of the exercises descriptions submitted by authors by to solve a mathematical equation, then asimplesemantic validamatching these descriptions to an XML schema. The same pro-tion.can.decide whether the:solution is the one expected. However cess can apply to student answers, once trdn>lated.into XML in if we want to analyze and validate more complex formulas; a third the platform. The link between exercises and answers can also he ' level of validation.is necessary, that can only he based on software made explicit by means of XML syntax. Logical data input vali-code having knowledge of the application field. To allow authors dation is a fundamental mean for ensuring a reliable processing o f ' to provide such validation codes in a robust and effective way a these data.
Java plug-in API is supplied by the platform (Java Plug-in~block AirfRow'ng inferfices: The platform layer does not pretend to in figure 3) . For example, in the SQL case study previously menoffer to authors an exhaustive set of graphical-oriented authoring tioned, when a student answer is an SQL query, a Java plug-in valtools, which would represent a. full development.pmject per se. idator would send this query to a dedicated.SQL se'rver and nnalysc This is why authoring tools appear at the top, outside the core,area the server's reply (here, from the standpoint of the platformllava in figure 3 . In contrast we propose to bridge the gap between au-is a wrapper for SQL). We advocate for the usage of Java within thors, developers and the platform by providing an effective set LeVinQam for several reasons.'One ofthem is the huge collection of autlioring interfaces allowing them to enrich the platform with of Java source code available on thehtemet: Portability is also entheir own extensions, letting them define new exercises types, new hanced with Java, which is a main-stream piogramming language. answers validators, and further new graphical-oriented authoring Another reason is.more technical: the ease of maintenance, comtools to help in these tasks. pared with scripting languages, .and the richness of.weh frameIn a first phase, authors, with the help of a siinple validating works based on JZEE (e.g. thejava projects a t ' a p a c h e . org).
XML editor, fill XML templates describing their exercisds and an--Data persistence:, The last feakre of the platform is data per-
. . .
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sistence. All answers as well as the log of the learner's interaction with the platform are stored in a relational database for further data-mining (QA Lugger and QA Miner & Yiewer in figure 3 ). We use XML transformations to map exercises, answers and guided tours to the relational database schema. Most of the aforementioned features, especially layers of answer validation and data persistence, have been experimented in a first prototype [SI based on Ganesha [6].
I .

IV. VISUALISATION A N D MINING
The rich information model that we adopt for our platform makes it possible to provide facilities to teachers in order to assist them in their pedagogical follow up of students. First, it is possible to convey to teachers (part of the) information that they implicitely have when they do face to face teaching. Second, additional information can be provided due to the technology change. Indeed, having all students (guided) tours, answers, mistakes and, possibly, teachers annotations stored and accessible in a database makes it possible to use queries and Data mining techiques to retrieve pedagogically relevant information for both students and teachers [?].
. We illustrate our approach with the Logic-ITA, which can be seen as a particular application case of our platfoim.
The Logic-ITA is a web-based intelligent teaching assistant system for the domain of formal proofs in propositional logic currently in.use at the Information Technologies School of the University of Sydney. It provides an environment where students can practice formal proofs of logic at their own discretion, receiving .step-by-step, contextualised feedback., They can choose to create new exercises, selec1,exercises in the exercise database, or ask the system for one adapted to their needs. The system stores, for each , student, every step entered, along with any mistake the student .,may have made and collates all this information into a database. This makes the information model of the Logic-ITA quite close to the one proposed in our platform. LeVinQain generalizes the Logic-ITA by providing a model of learning tours.
We need to explain the structure of an exercise to make the following clearer, the reader.may refer to [ 11 for more details.
.Exercises start.with a given set ofpemises, i.e. a set of well-.formed formulae (WE) of propositiona1Jogic;and exactly one wff, the conclusion. The task then consists of deriving the conclusion from the premises, step-by-step,. using laws,of equivalence and rules of inference (we will refer to both of these as rules for the . rest of this paper). Figure.4 shows a screen.shot of the interface. , Here the student was given the first two lines (lines 0 and 1) and the conclusion at the bottom left comer, i.e. C. For each step, the student must fill 0ut.a new line, entered at the bottom ofthe screen.
. Here, we focus on the teacher's point of view.
' .,' The student needs to do the following:
~.
1 -enter a formula in.the Formula section, . -choose, from apop-up menu, the rule used to derive this formula . .. from one or.more pfevious line(s) (Rules),'
, .
' -the references of those previous lines (Line References) and ,>.the premises the formula relies on (Premises).' For example in Figure 4 ; the.student is currently deriving the formula C, using the rule Indirect Pmuf and.the formulae of lines 2 and 7. Because lines 2 and'7 rely respectively on premises 2 and ' . 0,I.Z (as can be seen in the first column of the screen) and Indirect pmof removes the premise 2, the line entered therefore relies on premises 0,l. It is actually the last step of this exercise, deriving the conclusion.
At each step, the system checks the validity o f the data entered by the student. 'There are different types of mistakes, and, each of them.is labelled with a.meaningful title for the teacher. For example, the mistake message Wrong rejirence lines means that the student has not provided the right lines of roference the rule applies to.
A. Retrieving implicit information provided by face to face teaching
In face to face teaching, teachers would,be aware of students who succeed completing exercises and students who fail, on how students use the tool, in a thoughtful manner or just trying any possible exercise, any possible rule one after the other -at least as far as classes are not too big. Experiments with the Logic-ITA indicate that this kind of information on students' behaviours can
The aim of the tool is to help students grasp formal proofs. In the case students make mistakes but finish successfully exercises, teachers do not need to wony. Teachers need to be aware of students not completing successfully exercises since they may have difficulties. In order to characterize these latter students, a k-means clustering [SI has been applied, taking into account the recorded mistakes. The clustering yields three classes. Class 1 is composed of students making few mistakes, class 2 of students making an intermediate number of mistakes and class 3 students making many mistakes, see [3] for more details. Then several graphs have been produced. A first graph plots logins (i.e. student identification) against e.rerciseIid (exercise identification). Thus this graph visualizes the various exercises attempted by each student. The trend given by this graph is that students of class I attempt more exercises than students from class 2 or 3. A second graph-plots lugins against mistake-messages. The trend given by this graph is that students.from class.2 or 3 make more different kinds of mistakes that students from class 1. Students from class I make the mistakes that are most.usually made byeverybody using the tool. Plotting lugins against logical-rules used in the non-completed exercises gave the graph given in Figure S . This graph shows vertical lines for several students from class 2 or 3 only, not from class 1. Students from class 1 constitute the narrow green strip in the middle be conveyed to teachers.
. . of the giaph. A vertical line means that all rules have been tried while doing the exercises. They suggest that these students have, Just tried one ?le after the other from the pop-up menu, apparently adopting a behaviour of "guess.and test" strategy. Awareness bf these behaviours may lead teachers to differentiate their pedagogy. SUPP.
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B. Extracting hidden information
Using Data Mining techniques on students'answers-stoied in the database can lead to discover patterns that quite often remain hidden or not Well defined otherwise. We have used the associafion &le algorithm to all the answers from the Logic-ITA to he aware of mistakes often made together while solving exercises. Figure 6 shows parts of the result, [IO] gives more details.
As an example, the association Rule can be applied, bur deduction incorrect i Premise se1 incoyecl means that while solving -an exercise, if a student makes the mistake Rule can he applied. but deduction incorrect then sihe makes also the mistake Premise set iiicorrecr, this association has a support of 60%. and a confidence of 82%. Support makes sure that only mistakes occurring often enough in the datawill be taken into account. Confidence is a measure of how much Y is really implied by X.in the rule X ---t
Y .
First, we explain what these mistake messages mean, refering to the example shown in Figure 4 . Consider line 3. If the student gives the formula A instead of A , the mistake Rule can be applied, huf dediictiort incorrect is made. Indeed, Di:junctive Syllogism can be applied, but the negated left side of the formula given line 1 can be deduced, as shown in Figure 4 , not the positive for& as written here. Suppose now that the student gives only I in. the Prem. field. Then the mistake Premise set incorrect is made. Finally, suppose that the student gives only I in the Refs. field. Then a Wrong number ofline references giien mistake is made, because 2 lines of reference are needed.
The associations found show relations between mistakes involving line numbers in the premises (Premise set incorrect), line numbers in the reference lines a logic rule aonlies to ( W i o n~ nirmber -conf.
82%
-87% 87% __ ofline references given) and incorrect use of logic.rules (Rule can he applied. but deduction incqrrec;). This confirms what human tutors had sensed. First, Studeritsoften have difficulties at grasping all details required in a proof: one has i o provide not,only a logic rule, but also the lines-it'applies to, and these are'different from the premises involved. Second, students do not realize at once that there are two kinds of logic rules: Gles of equivalence that are applied to one formula only, and d e s . o4inference that are mostly applied to two formulas. Most imporiantly, rules of equivalence can he applied to subparts of a formula whereas rules of inference can only he applied to whole formulae. For example in the formula in the formula using the rule of equivalenceAnd Commutation but it is not valid to deduce B from ( ( A + B ) + C) and A using the rule of inference Modus Ponens. Following these findings, presentation of the course material has been revised to put more emphasis on the differences,between rules of equivalence and rules of inference.
. .. . * ,
